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-Let’s get right into it here…-what the project was: producing national interface maps-We’re all fire people, so you probably know of the wildland-urban interface (WUI)…I mapped the WUI, producing the first national map.-But I also looked at two novel interface types which no one has mapped before…I’ll get into that later in the talk-but essentially, these maps are the primary output of this work
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-first let’s back up and cover a bit of background…-(@photos) Fire is natural disturbance, and is an integral part of ecosystems across Canada.  -(@photos) Though fire is beneficial in some aspects, it is also a threat to public safety…human lives have been lost and we continue to see communities being burnt.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Photo credits:Regrowth: Lynn Johnston / CFSWoodpecker: Noah Strycker Audubon.orgPj cones: Dan KrakerCrown fire streets: Doug Zarkovich / OMNRSlave Lake aerial neighbourhood burnt: Mike Flannigan / UofA/CFSSlave lake house burning: media?Slave lake evac: media?Slave lake post burn ground: Shane O'Brien / EdmontonJounal
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Presentation Notes
-On this map here are incidents of evacuations and evacuations with structural losses due to wildland fire. 	-As you can see, these incidents are not uncommon.-When you consider that wildfire activity is predicted to increase with climate change for most of Canada, and also that there will be more structures to protect due to urban sprawl and more people building camps or seasonal homes in the forest…we can say that fires as a public safety issue will be even more of a concern in the future.-Two recent examples of structural losses due to wildland fire include Slave Lake (*photo) and Fort McMurray (*photo).		-Slave Lake (left) (#saw over 400 homes and other structures destroyed, and#) resulted in over $1 billion dollars of direct costs of fire suppression, evacuation, insurance, and recovery.-The total costs of Fort Mac (right) have yet to be totalled, but are anticipated to be well over $4 billion, far exceeding Slave Lake, and even exceeding the 2013 southern Alberta flooding, and the 1998 Ontario/Quebec ice storm…Fort Mac will take the place as Canada’s most costly insurable loss in history. -Both these fires would be referred to as “wildland-urban interface fires”-…next: -In the fire community, the “wildland-urban interface” is 
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Wildland-Urban Interface

Wildland-Human Interface?
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Presentation Notes
-In the fire community, the “wildland-urban interface” is where homes or other human-built structures meet with or intermingle amongst burnable wildland fuels. So for example, where a forest meets a town (*Slave Lake), or where you have little cabins scattered in the woods (*Camp on lake) – both these areas would be considered “wildland-urban interface”. -The “urban” name is a bit misleading, because many wildland-urban interface areas are small towns, reserves, or cottages in the middle of nowhere are definitely not urban areas. But, that’s the terminology and I guess we’ll stick with it. -Past research on interface areas has put focus on just communities…usually leaving out industrial (@oil pic) structures such as…oil+gas or mining. -Wildfire poses a direct threat to these industrial structures, but also evacuations and shut downs due to fire can quickly result in millions of dollars of lost revenue for a company. -For example, fires in 2011 and 2016 in Alberta resulted in oil and gas operations to shut down…and were thought to have resulted in Canada’s national GDP dropping measurably. So, the industrial interface is a significant issue.  -On top of the traditional urban interface and then the industrial interface…another type of interface could be investigated…and that’s the “infrastructure” (@rail bridge pic) interface. This is somewhat different from the urban and industrial in that the infrastructure values are not typically a “structure”, but a linear feature such as a railway, road, powerline etc. -These features are important for wildland fire fighting for many reasons…	-they may need protection because they will be destroyed by fire..so like this rail bridge on fire here	-or something like a road may need protection to maintain escape routes, 	-but could also be a strategic point for firefighting… -Infrastructure features can also be sources of fire…the best example would be railways – many human-caused fires are from trains and rail grinding.  -Since these three types of interface areas are distinct, they should be studied separately...-But maybe together we could just call them the wildland-HUMAN interface (@X)…for now, I will just generally refer to it them as “interface” areas.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Photo credits: -Slave Lake post-burn 2011 aerial: MDF-Camp on lake aerial; Tim9 2012 values: Jer Johnston / MNR-Industrial: internet-Infrastructure: rail bridge burning. CBC / Joelle Harvey
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Research Objective

Produce maps of interface 
areas across Canada.

?also…

Provide basic statistics on the interface and 
perform analysis of spatial patterns.
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Presentation Notes
-Other countries, particularly the US, have detailed maps of where their wildland-urban interface areas are.-However, Canada does not have map-AND nowhere in the world has mapped the industrial interface or the infrastructure interface. -So, my research objective was to produce national maps of interface areas for Canada.#-These maps will provide a baseline for future research, including risk mapping and future prediction of interface areas…#-But also have a variety of practical applications (#within fire decision support, fire mitigation, and various long-term planning applications. #)
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Data source: LandCover 2000 
land cover types and CanVec+

Data source: CanVec+ 
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Presentation Notes
-So just briefly I’ll cover the methods I used to produce these interface maps…-I combined detailed wildland fuel information and values. -Every structure ends up with a variable width buffer (*) based on exact spatial arrangement and fuel characteristics surrounding that structure. -This buffer area becomes the “interface” area in my final maps…



Fuels and values:

Contains information licensed under the Open Government Licence – Canada.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-In a little more detail here, this map shows an example of an area I’m calculating the interface for…-Green/brown is the fuels layer-Black are the structures-Now I’m not going to cover the 20+ steps to do this, but in summary…-I selected only the relevant structures for the interface type I’m calculating – so only the community structures and homes for the wildland-urban interface.-So once I had my structures layers…-I modified the fuel from the original land cover types to a relative “hazard” rank from 1-7, which takes into account fuel type and continuity at a 30m scale, where 1 would be something like a continuous conifer stand that has the potential for extreme fire behaviour and challenging fire suppression…2 would be something like a mixedwood stand, down to 7 is something marginally flammable with sparse vegetation. This 1-7 fuel scale is what the variable-width buffer is based on…



Cost distance:

Contains information licensed under the Open Government Licence – Canada.
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Presentation Notes
-And this is what that buffering step looks like for our little area here…-Zooming in a bit, I’ll show you how the buffering works…consider this little group of values (@fuel+str), beside a lake and surrounded by a variety of fuels…-(@iso) What some studies have done when mapping the interface is to just use a static distance buffer, with a constant distance radiating from the structures.  -(@2400m) In the majority of studies, the radius of this buffer is 2400 m because:	-it matches a wide variety of management applications (which we will discuss later)	-and it is closer to a more conservative estimate considering long distance spotting and structure ignition.-(@varW) So I did use the 2400m, but in this study its not a static 2400 m buffer, I used a variable-width buffer with the 2400 m as a maximum possible buffer distance. (@2400m) -So here, the buffer is much smaller because not all the fuels surrounding these structures are the highest hazard – they’re not a continuous conifer stand with high aggregation - …in that case it would be the full 2400 m. In this example, its more like 600 m.-The buffer is calculated cell by cell, out from a structure, and the total distance is based on the fuel weights (that 1-7) in the fuel raster.
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Wildland-Urban Interface:

Contains information licensed under the Open Government Licence – Canada.
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Presentation Notes
-So I took the buffered areas, clipped out non-fuel areas, and these purple areas shown here become the interface area…in this case the wildland-urban interface because I used urban structures.



Interface Maps

116.5
million hectares
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Presentation Notes
-Onto results now here…-These maps that I showed you at the start (*) are the primary output of this work-They show the “interface” areas within Canada…but what does that really mean? Here, an area indicated as an interface area on the map does not necessarily mean that area is at risk to fire, risk is a much more complicated thing and requires calculation of the chance of exposure and the potential impacts of that exposure. …the areas mapped as interface indicate the areas of burnable wildland fuel, which, if involved in a wildland fire, may potentially put values at risk under appropriate conditions (wx, topo, fire behaviour, suppression capacity). -These areas indicate where intensive fire suppression and values protection activities would likely be required, and should be considered priority areas for targeting fire mitigation activities (such as FireSmart, community preparedness plans, and fuel treatments). -On the left I’ve overlapped all three interface types on one map…the three layers do overlap quite a lot, and in total we have 116.5 million ha of interface overall. -Individually, we can start by looking at the wildland-urban interface (@) a little closer..
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Interface Maps

32.3
million hectares
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Presentation Notes
-I found that there are 32.3 million hectares of wildland-urban interface – that is equivalent to an area that covers half of Alberta…a huge area.  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=3.8% of land area (6% of burnable wildland fuel area…mentioned later)
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10.5
million hectares
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Presentation Notes
-…the industrial interface-there’s 10.5 million ha, or 1/6th the area of AB-And in Alberta, you can see it has a large amount of industrial interface – that’s all that oil and gas ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=1.2% of land area (2% of burnable wildland fuel area…mentioned later)
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108.9
million hectares
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Presentation Notes
-…and the infrastructure interface-108.9 million ha - almost 2x the area of AB – by far the largest area~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=13.0% of land area (20% of burnable wildland fuel area…mentioned later)



Provincial/Territorial Maps
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Presentation Notes
-In addition to the national maps, I also produced provincial and territorial maps, like the ones shown here for BC(*)-The national and provincial maps are available freely for use,-And… the full resolution raster data is also available at any scale from national down to a community or district – for research or management purposes. Come talk to me if you’re interested
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-To give you an idea of what the data looks like when we’ve zoomed in a bit on that raster data, I’ll show you the local Kelowna area…-Kelowna in the middle, with Vernon to the N and Penticton to the S.-Black are wildland-urban interface structures: so homes, community buildings etc., and blue is water
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-We can overlap the final WUI area here
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-and we can do the same for the few industrial values…
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-and the same again for infrastructure
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-and viewing all three together, we see that there is overall quite a large area of interface right around us-this is particularly important in an area like this with such frequent fires; many will be considered “interface” fires



Provincial/territorial Choropleth Maps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-Onto just a bit of analysis here, I’ll give some of the basic results that came out of this study…-First, we’ll look at interface area by province and territory.-These maps show, for wildland-urban interface, the total area of interface in each province (*left), and the interface area as a percent of the land area in that province (*right), represented as a colour.-Here in red (*), Quebec contains the largest wildland-urban interface area, with 7.0 million ha, followed by 5.9 for ON, and 5.5 for BC. -However, when looking at wildland-urban interface as a percentage of total land area, the dense arrangement of interface in the provinces of Nova Scotia, PEI, and New Brunswick result in very high values – up to 46% – in those three provinces. (then ON 6.7%, BC 6.4%, Quebec 5.6%)-Fire is less frequent and lower risk in these eastern provinces (Stocks et al. 2002), but this result means that if a fire occurs in these provinces, it is very likely to be an interface fire.-(@WII choro) The same map here for the wildland-industrial interface…-This time, Alberta dominates with total area with 3.4 million ha, followed by BC with 1.8, Quebec with 1.5, and Ontario with 1.2 million ha-Again, the eastern provinces have very high densities of wildland-industrial interface: over 9%-(@Inf choro) The same map here for the infrastructure interface…-Ontario has the largest area with 21.6 million ha, followed by Quebec with 18.5, Alberta with 18.0, and BC with 17.6 million ha#-And again, eastern provinces have extremely high densities of infrastructure interface.-Overall, Quebec, Alberta, Ontario, and BC consistently make up the provinces with the largest interface amounts…incidentally these provinces are the four main players in fire management. They spend around 80% of the money spent on fire management across the country (Stocks and Flannigan 2013).
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-So let’s look at the fuels which went into the interface calculation…-Nationally, there are 562 million ha (@) of burnable wildland fuels, which cover 67% of the total land area.
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-Overlapping the fuels with the wildland-urban interface, we see that 6% (@) of fuel area is classified as wildland-urban interface.-(@WII) For the industrial, it is 2% of fuels,-(@Inf) And for infrastructure, it is 20%.
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-So let’s quickly look at structures and the interface…-Now, remember that the maps show the interface as the fuel area which is within the buffer distance to a potentially vulnerable value.-It does not show which values are in the interface, and there is no data for how many structures are in the interface OR how much of the population lives in the interface, due to limitations of the input data…(#each feature in the CanVec dataset could represent a single dwelling, or a multi-family home or apartment complex. So there isn’t really a way to provide structure or population counts.#)-However…
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Presentation Notes
-So to get at this issue a bit…-I did do a quick analysis to get an idea of how many communities would be considered “interface” communities for the wildland-urban interface. I didn’t do the industrial and infrastructure interface since communities are primarily wildland-urban. -This map shows, in purple, the communities which have at least 500 ha of wildland-urban interface within a 5km distance. -Overall, (@text) about 60% of cities/towns/settlements/reservations meet this criteria and are thus “interface” communities. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-I used a dataset called “Populated Places” from the North American Atlas (NRCan 2010) which provides point locations for cities, towns, settlements, and reservations across Canada.-96% had at least some WUI-By size with at least 500ha: small villages, towns, and Aboriginal reserves (population 1 – 9 999), 65% of settlements have more than the 500 ha of WUI (267 of 412). For cities (population 10 000 – 99 999), 87% (89 of 102) meet this criteria. Large cities (population 100 000 – 999 999) have 54% (15 of 28), and metropolis areas (population > 1 million) have no places meeting this criteria (0 of 2 ).   Figure 3‑16. “Populated Places” in Canada with substantial wildland-urban interface areas. Map of “Populated Places” by relative population size (“Population Class” 4 = population of over 1 000 000,  3 = 100 000 – 999 999, 2 = 10 000 – 99 999, 1 =  1 – 9 999) in Canada; points shown in purple indicate a substantial amount of wildland-urban interface (WUI; > 500 hectares) and points in grey indicate very little (possibly zero) WUI (0 – 500 hectares). �
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-Next up, let’s look at past fires and the interface…-I used the (@) National Fire Database from the Canadian Forest Service, from 1980-2014…and here the wildland-urban interface map.
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-Next up, let’s look at past fires and the interface…-I used the (@) National Fire Database from the Canadian Forest Service, from 1980-2014…and here the wildland-urban interface map.
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-I intersected these past fires with the current interface area, to give us an idea how many fires may have been “interface fires” (shown in red) (*).-(@) For the wildland-urban interface, 17% are “wildland-urban interface fires”-We do see differences in lightning vs human caused…6% for only lightning-caused fires and then much higher at 39% for human-caused, which reflects the human-caused fires mostly being ignited near where humans live and work. So, near the WUI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**** 2) “interface” fires (all NFDB polys that have a bit of WUI within their border):           all		L		H-WUI: 17%		6		39-WII: 6%		3		12	-Inf: 38%		25		65 Of those “interface fires”, ~2% of the fire area is WUI/WII, 12% of the fire area for Inf
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-I intersected these past fires with the current interface area, to give us an idea how many fires may have been “interface fires” (shown in red) (*).-(@) For the wildland-urban interface, 17% are “wildland-urban interface fires”-We do see differences in lightning vs human caused…6% for only lightning-caused fires and then much higher at 39% for human-caused, which reflects the human-caused fires mostly being ignited near where humans live and work. So, near the WUI~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~**** 2) “interface” fires (all NFDB polys that have a bit of WUI within their border):           all		L		H-WUI: 17%		6		39-WII: 6%		3		12	-Inf: 38%		25		65 Of those “interface fires”, ~2% of the fire area is WUI/WII, 12% of the fire area for Inf
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-industrial interface…
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Similar results for industrial…just lower percentages since there is less industrial interface (6%, 3%, 12%)
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6% of fire polygons from 1980-2014 are 
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Similar results for industrial…just lower percentages since there is less industrial interface (6%, 3%, 12%)
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6% of fire polygons from 1980-2014 are 
“wildland-industrial interface fires”

but 3% for lightning-caused fires

and 12% for human-caused fires
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Similar results for industrial…just lower percentages since there is less industrial interface (6%, 3%, 12%)
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-infras



Wildland Fires

38% of fire polygons from 1980-2014 are 
“infrastructure interface fires”
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-And for the infrastructure interface. (38%,25%, 65%)-Same relative results, just higher percentages since we have larger infrastructure interface area-So, overall, we have a lot of fires that are interface fires. -However, we could be seeing a lot more…another analysis I did found that there is less area burned within interface areas, which can likely be attributed to effective detection and suppression.~~~~~~-WUI: 7% less fire in WUI (6% for L, 0% for H)-WII: 5% (5%, 0%)-Inf: 3% (3%, 0%)-I would say that early detection and fire suppression are the main factors in this reduction of fires within interface areas.-And the no difference for human-caused fires is likely due to the size and location of human-caused fires compared to lightning-caused…human-caused fires occur VERY frequently near interface areas, where people are….however, lightning fires are not clustered around populated areas and can be difficult to detect, access, and suppress (Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al. 2003; Stocks and Flannigan 2013). These fires can also be allowed to grow much larger if not threatening any values (Stocks and Simard 1993; Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al. 2003; Canadian Forest Service 2014). 
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-And for the infrastructure interface. (38%,25%, 65%)-Same relative results, just higher percentages since we have larger infrastructure interface area-So, overall, we have a lot of fires that are interface fires. -However, we could be seeing a lot more…another analysis I did found that there is less area burned within interface areas, which can likely be attributed to effective detection and suppression.~~~~~~-WUI: 7% less fire in WUI (6% for L, 0% for H)-WII: 5% (5%, 0%)-Inf: 3% (3%, 0%)-I would say that early detection and fire suppression are the main factors in this reduction of fires within interface areas.-And the no difference for human-caused fires is likely due to the size and location of human-caused fires compared to lightning-caused…human-caused fires occur VERY frequently near interface areas, where people are….however, lightning fires are not clustered around populated areas and can be difficult to detect, access, and suppress (Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al. 2003; Stocks and Flannigan 2013). These fires can also be allowed to grow much larger if not threatening any values (Stocks and Simard 1993; Stocks et al. 2002; Podur et al. 2003; Canadian Forest Service 2014). 
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Presentation Notes
-So I mentioned this work was part of my MSc thesis, and the next step is to get a publication out for this work-But for next major steps, there are two main areas of research I would like to address…The first is to look at fire risk in these interface areas…we actually just got some funding for a project to map fire risk on a national scale (#fuels, wx, historic fires, future climate, Burn-P3 + interface maps#)#-Where risk is the chance of exposure X the potential losses.#-there are varying approaches to mapping risk…could use existing data, data that requires some work to produce, or data that we do not yet have (@arrows). 2) The second main area of research involves doing a change detection study to investigate how the interface areas have changed from say, 30 years ago to now.-Then it would be great to have a prediction of the interface area of the future, considering changes in human population patterns, forest changes, and climate change. 



Applications of the Interface Maps
The three maps of interface areas (urban, industrial, 

and/or infrastructure) will be freely available. 

Can easily be combined with other spatial data. 

Can be used in multiple applications:

• FireSmart
• Fuel treatments
• Building codes
• Municipal bylaws
• Industrial fire regulations
• Infrastructure fire mitigation

• Resource prepositioning 
• Fire prioritization
• Interface fire alerts
• Values protection
• Incorporate into risk models

• City planning
• Evacuation planning
• Insurance
• Fire management budgeting, purchases
• Railway policy/planning
• Powerline safety

Presenter
Presentation Notes
-So other than research,-These maps have a variety of practical applications.-I should mention that all applications suggested here require the appropriate scale and use for these maps, and also the appropriate auxiliary data for the given application. For example, please don’t use this map to zoom in on your house, and decide that you are safe from fire…the maps are meant to be used at a district or community level, not on a house-by-house basis. And they do not represent risk. -They can be used in multiple applications… -For Wildfire mitigation: Things like targeting communities for FireSmart initiatives, fuel treatments, or putting in place more stringent building codes or bylaws…all these things could use the interface maps as an informative tool.-Since I also produced industrial and infrastructure maps, uses may include refining industrial operations requirements for fire prevention or things like railway operations. -For Decision support: there are many applications that might find these maps useful…prepositioning, fire prioritization…lots of potential there#for example, firefighting resources may be prepositioned more in areas with more interface area when fire hazard is high. #-Fire prioritization could benefit from using these maps to help decide, when there are multiple fires, which fires to suppress, what resources to send, or what fires to allow to burn. #-Similarly, when a fire is reported in or near an interface area on the map, an automatic alert could be produced, alerting fire management personnel that the fire may be high priority. -For Long-term Planning: city planning could use the maps to inform placement of new zoning and development, or rebuilding post-fire. Attempts by a municipality to limit the growth of the interface by infilling areas that are already interface, shaping the community to reduce interface, planning evacuation routes could all benefit from the use of this map. -Insurance companies are also very interested in this type of information……overall a wide variety of different applications.  
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Mike Flannigan
Tara McGee
Jen Beverly
Kelsy Gibos
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Joshua Johnston
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Laura Gray
Emily Tuomi
Jeremy Johnston
Brian Wiens 
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-That’s it for today, I’d like to say a thank you to all the people listed here who contributed to this project.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Smoke on hwy: Jer Johnston



Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
and..I’d be happy to take any questions. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Photo credit: Dennis Quintilio. Northwest Territories Whati fire complex (ZF-035) 2014 with the community of Whatì in the foreground.
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